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INTERLANGUAGE PRAGMATICS OF SUGGESTION  

BY INDONESIAN EFL LEARNERS  

Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta 

 

Hanif Safika Rizky 

hanifsafika12@gmail.com 

Abstrak 

  Penelitian ini adalah penelitian pragmatis pada pelajarn EFL 
Indonesia di semester yang berbeda untuk memperlihatkan pengunaan 
strategi saran. Penelitian ini diselenggarakan untuk menganalisis strategi 
saran dan strategi kesantunan yang digunakan oleh pelajar EFL Indonesia 
dengan menggunakan pendekatan kwalitatif. Sabjek dari pembelajaran ini 
adalah semester pertama dan semester ketiga oleh pelajar EFL Indonesia. 
Data penelitian diambil dari pelajar melalui Wacana Penyelesaian Tugas 
(DCT) yang terdiri dari sembilan situasi dengan perbedaan keakraban dan 
sosial status. Pelajar di setiap semester diminta untuk menulis ungkapan 
pemberian saran untuk melengkapi DCT. Jawaban mereka dikumpulkan 
untuk dianalisis berdasarkan strategi saran oleh Guerra dan Martinetz dan 
juga dianalisis berdasarkan strategi kesantunan oleh Brown dan Levinson. 
Penemuan menunjukkan bahwa kategori terbanyak dari strategi saran oleh 
pelajar EFL Indonesia adalah Saran Langsung (Direct Suggestion) ke dalam 
bentuk kata kerja performatif (performative verb) dan bentuk perintah 
(imperative), dan Saran Konvensionalis (Conventionalized Forms 
Suggestion) bentuk dari kemungkinan (possibility), keharusan (should), 
pengandaian (conditional), anjuran (recommend), dan bentuk tanya 
(interrogative forms). Penemuan juga menunjukkan bahwa keakraban tidak 
mempunyai pengaruh besar pada pelajar EFL Indonesia ketika mereka 
memilih strategi saran. Penemuan lain menunjukkan bahwa kategori 
terbanyak dari strategi kesantunan oleh pelajar EFL Indonesia adalah terus 
terang (Bald On-Record).  

Kata kunci: pragmatis antarbahasa, strategi saran, strategi kesantunan. 

Abstract 

  This study is a pragmatic study on Indonesian EFL learners in 
different semesters to express giving suggestion strategies. This study was 
conducted to analyze suggestion strategies and politeness strategies used by 
Indonesian EFL learners by using qualitative approach. Subjects of this 
study are the first semester and third semester by Indonesian EFL learners. 
Data for this study is taken from learners through the Discourse 
Completion Task (DCT) which consisted of nine situations with different 
familiarities and social status. Learners in each semester are asked to write 
the expression of giving suggestion to complete the DCT. Their responses 
are collected to be analyzed based on the suggestion strategies by Guerra 
and Martinetz and also to be analyzed based on the politeness strategies by 
Brown and Levinson. The findings of the study show that the most 
frequently used category of suggestion by Indonesian EFL learners was 
Direct Suggestion (DS) in the forms of performative verb and in the 
imperative, and Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (CFS) forms of 
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possibility, should, conditional, recommend, and interrogative. The findings 
also show that familiarities did not have significant influence on Indonesian 
EFL learners when they chose suggestion strategies. The other finding 
shows that the most frequently used category of politeness strategies by 
Indonesian EFL learners was Bald On-Record (BOR). 

Key words: interlanguage pragmatic, suggestion strategies, politeness strategies 

1. Introduction 
 

Learners learn forein language which is not first language. They face the difference 

with the first language. Then, interlanguage pragmatic is branch of linguistics. It is 
the study about the language produced by foreign language or second language 
learners. If we know a lot about the interlanguage pragmatic, we are able to 
detect the country of person. According to Huang (2010:682) “Interlanguage 

Pragmatics theory, the two pillars of the theory of pragmatics and second language 
acquisition theory are cross-cultural language learning of the study”. So, when we learn 
about interlanguage pragmatic, we can know the characteristic of each regions and 
countries. 

     The suggestion can be from family, friends, and other persons. It can happen 
anywhere and any times. Many previous studies investigated about how to use 
suggestion strategies by EFL/ESL learners in some countries such as Iran, 
Chinese, Persia, and Indonesia. Many previous studies had investigated how to 
increase pragmatic competence in suggestion speech act by EFL/ESL learners 
with kinds of instructions (e.g., Pishghadam & Sharafadini, 2011; Bu, 2011; 
Salemi, Rabiee & Ketabi, 2012; Rajabi & Farahian, 2013; Jayantri, 2014; Gu, 
2014; Farnia, Sohrabie & Sattar, 2014; Aminifard, Safaei & Askari, 2014; and 
Abolfathiasl & Abdullah, 2015). Those particularly addressed whether culture, 
social distance in relation with gender influences in producing the type of 
suggestion strategies through oral and written. Most studies were conducted for 
the both of native and non-native speaker, the random learners and the same 
semester.  
     This study aims at understanding how Indonesian EFL learners to apply 
suggestion strategy and politeness strategy. Knowing whether environment 
becomes the influent produce the suggestion strategies in communication. So, 
the writer is very interested in conducting research on suggestion strategy used 
by Indonesian EFL learners. This study will take the first semester and the third 
semester students of English Department of which university as the subjects and 
the title of this research is Interlanguage Pragmatics of Suggestion by Indonesian EFL 

Learners. 
Speech act can be classified in three categories. There are locutionary act, 

illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. According to Yule, (1996:53) “the lists five 
types of general functions performed by speech acts are declarations, representatives, 
expressives, directives, and commissives”. According to Yule, (1996:53) “the lists five 
types of general functions performed by speech acts are declarations, representatives, 
expressives, directives, and commissives”.  

1. Declarations are those kinds of speech acts that change the world via their 
utterance. 

2. Representatives are those kinds of speech acts that state what the spaker 
believes to be the case or not.  
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3. Expressives are those kinds of speech acts that state what the speaker 
feels. They express psychological states and can be statements of pleasure, 
pain, likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow.  

4. Directives are those kinds of speech acts that speakers use to get someone 
else to do something. They express what the speaker wants. They are 
commands, orders, requests, and suggestions. 

5. Commissives are those kinds of speech acts that speakers use to commit 
themselves to some future action. They express what the speaker intends. 
They are promises, threats, refusals, and pledges. 

      Suggestion is the one function which is performed by speech act. Suggestion is 
including directives in speech act that it expresses what the speakers want to the 
hearers. The writer has conclusion that suggestion is part of directives in speech act. 
Suggestion strategies based on Hinkel’s study (1997) in Bu (2011:31). It divides 
suggestion strategies into four levels, depending on their directness. The four categories 
are direct suggestion strategies, hedged suggestion strategies, indirect suggestion 
strategies and opting out suggestion strategies. Then, suggestion according to Guerra 
and Martinez study (2006) with four categories there are Direct Suggestion, Conventionalized 
Forms Suggestion, Indirect Suggestion, and Non-Conventionalized Forms Suggestion. They have 
strategies of each category of suggestion, following as:  

1. Direct Suggestion is consisted of performative verb and imperative 
strategies. 
The example of performative verb strategy is I suggest that you.... 
The example of imperative strategy is “trying using.......” 

2. Conventionalized Forms Suggestion is consisted of interrogative 
forms, possibility, should, conditional, need, and recommend 
strategies.  
The example of interrogative forms is “why don’t...?”  
The example of possibility strategy is “you can or could......” 
The example of should strategy is “you should....” 
The example of conditional strategy is “if I were you, I would..” 
The example of need strategy is “you need..” 
The example of recommend strategy is “I recommend you..” 

3. Indirect Suggestion is consisted of  impersonal strategy 
The example of impersonal strategy is “it would be a good idea to…” 

4. Non-Conventionalized Forms Suggestion is consisted of inclusive 
‘we’, obligation, likes and dislikes, just giving suggestion without using 
any structure, and not giving a suggestion. 
The example of using ‘we’ is “we could do…..” 
The example of obligation is “you must…..” 
The example of likes and dislikes are “I prefer…” and “I really like…” 
The example of just giving suggestion without using any structure 
strategy is “a song…”and the example of not giving a suggestion 
strategy is “I don’t know what to say…..” 

Politeness is a form of social interaction which operates on the basis of shared rules 
or standard by the members of a society. According to Lakoff in Sooho Song (2012:19) 
“he defines the concept of rules as individual’s embodiment of the strategies each 
culture adopts as its dominant mode”. Politeness is necessary in communication 
because to show we give respect to other person. Someone has good behavior if he or 
she can polite in speaking and communicating. According to Searle (1979:36) 
“politeness is the chief motivation for indirectness. Then, according to Yule (1996:60) 
“politeness is in an interaction can then is defined as the means employed to show 
awareness of another person’s face”. According to Fauziati (2009:193) “polite language 
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may be characterized by the use of indirect speech, the use of respectful forms of 
address systems like Sir, Madam or the use of formulaic utterances like please, excuse 
me, sorry, and thank you”.Speech act and politeness in communication for human 
influence each other.  

Politeness in speaking or utterance needs base on the culture and the situation. 
According to Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper in Sooho Song (2012:4) “they argue that 
speech acts show differences of language mode in both conceptualization and 
realization across languages and cultures, mainly motivated by differences in deep-stated 
cultural conventions and assumptions. Since politeness conventions may differ from 
one culture to another, the concept of politeness needs to be refined based on culture”. 
Each society has its own social norms because different culture prioritizes different 
values. Differences in appreciation and expressions among various cultures may lead 
speakers to choose different expressions according to their cultural values. Over time, 
these shared assumptions get internalized in people’s behavior, setting down as 
prevailing pragmatic rules. Without these shared cultural assumptions, individuals may 
insult or confuse each other. Brown and Levinson sum up human politeness behaviour 
in four strategies: Bald On Record, Negative Politeness, Positive Politeness, and Off-Record-Indirect 
strategies (Brown and Levinson, 1987:92). 

 
2. Research Method 

This study is a qualitative method with the type of survey which analyses of written 
data of suggestion strategies provided by two groups which the different semester of 
Indonesian EFL learners. The first group is twenty persons of the first semester in 
English department which consisted of ten male and ten female from UMS while the 
second group is twenty persons of the third semester in English department which 
consisted of ten of ten male and ten female from UMS. 

The data are taken from written responses of a series of discourse completion tasks 
(DCTs) that were collected from both semesters. The DCT outlines nine written 
situations are proposed to describe the social situation which is happened in work place 
of daily life. The category classification of written Discourse Completion Test (DCT) 
consists of three social statuses (higher, equal, and lower) and the familiarities, there are 
(close, familiar, and unfamiliar). Then, the writer used Guerra and Martinez’s theory to 
analyst suggestion strategies which used by both semesters and the writer used Brown 
and Levinson’ theory to analyst politeness strategies when giving suggestion to other 
people. 

 
3. Findings and Discussion 

a) Findings 
The data of suggestion strategies were analyzed using theory of suggestion 

strategy by Guerra and Martinez (2006) based on nine DCT scenarios. Then, the 
influence of familiarities when using suggestion strategies, and the writer using 
theory of politeness strategy by Brown and Levinson (1987) when giving a 
suggestion.  

 
1) Suggestion Strategies Used by Indonesian EFL Learners of the  Different 

Semesters  
a. The first situation (DCT1) 
     The first DCT was situation of a conversation between speaker and hearer. 
Learners acted as worker in a work place that has a close friend. The situation 
was about giving a suggestion to a close friend who has condition is not being 
healthy in the work day and the same time he or she has wedding invitation. 
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Participants of Indonesian EFL learners came from the first semester and the 
third semester. 
     From the first DCT, the writer found different variation. The first semester 
used four categories of suggestion strategies consisted of DS, CFS, NCFS, and 
InS, while the third semester used three categories of suggestion strategies 
consisted of DS, CFS and NCFS.:  

1. Direct Suggestion (DS) 
a) Performative Verb (PV) 
   (DCT1/ST1/05/PV) I suggest you to take rest in home and I    will 

inform your boss that you are not able to come. 
(DCT1/ST3/01/PV) I suggest you go to your friend’s wedding 

party and I will tell CEO that you are in bad 
condition now. 

b)  Imperative (It) 
(DCT1/ST1/01/It)  Please, take a rest today or your recovery because 

you still have tomorrow for your job. 
          (DCT1/ST3/12/It)  I prefer for you to get someone who can send your 

praise and honor to the couples who have married. 
Have someone to tell to your Boss that you 
cannot come to office. Get someone to send your 
permission to leave work or medical record from 
doctor that states that you are sick. 

2. Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (CFS) 
a)  Conditional (C) 

  (DCT1/ST1/04/C) You have obligation in our job place, so if you 
finished  your job you can go to your friend 
marriage but if you not finished it yet, you have to 
finished it first. 

b) Interrogative Forms (IF) 
(DCT1/ST3/03/IF) Hey Dude, I feel not good with my body. Can you 

replace me to come a meeting? If you help me it 
is very good friend. 

c) Possibility (P) 
(DCT1/ST1/09/P) You may take a permission both are your working 

and wedding invitation. 
d) Recommendation (R) 

(DCT1/ST3/07/R) I recommend you to go to doctor first so you  
can do your activity. 

e) Should (S) 
   (DCT1/ST3/09/S) Nadia you look so pale, I thought you should go to 

the doctor and have rest at home. You shouldn’t 
to have work and go to wedding ceremony. 

3. Indirect Suggestion (InS) 
a)   Impersonal (Is) 
       (DCT1/ST1/02/Is) It’s better if you not come to the wedding and 

rest in home. 
4. Non-Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (NCFS) 

a) Obligation (O) 
      (DCT1/ST1/03/O) You must take a rest. 

    (DCT1/ST3/02/O) You must give him a call first after you 
recovered then just go and visit to congratulate 
their marriage. 
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b. The second situation (DCT2) 
     The second DCT was a situation about a conversation between speaker and 
hearer. The respondents played as worker in the place have a staff as a lower 
status. A staff was a relative or cousin of the worker. The situation was a staff 
searched a price for his or her mother but still confused to determined it. 
Respondents would give a suggestion to their staff. Participants of Indonesian 
EFL learners came from the first semester and the third semester. The 
participants between the first semester and the third semester played role as a 
worker who had a staff. 
     In the second DCT, the writer found first semester and the third semester 
used three categories of suggestion strategies. They were Direct Suggestion (DS), 
Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (CFS), and Indirect Suggestion (InS). 

1. Direct Suggestion (DS) 
a) Performative Verb (PV) 

(DCT2/ST1/08/PV) I suggest you to buy some vegetables as gift 
for your mother. I think it will be useful. 

(DCT2/ST3/03/PV) My suggestion give your mother a 
motorcycle because it can very match and 
useful to her. 

b) Imperative (It)  
(DCT2/ST1/09/It) Giving an utterance for your mother and 

present. 
(DCT2/ST3/08/It)  I think talk with your mom and try to find 

what she wanted through the talk. 
2. Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (CFS)  

a) Interrogative Forms (IF) 
(DCT2/ST1/17/IF) Can I help you to find the prize? I will help you 

to find the prize of course the prize your mother 
liked. 

(DCT2/ST3/14/IF) You are her son. Why don’t you give quality 
time for her? Maybe she feels you were so busy 
and I will give you one free day to accompany 
your mother. 

b) Possibility (P) 
(DCT2/ST1/01/P) You can go to accessories shop in there you can 

choose all about it. 
(DCT2/ST3/15/P) May be you can go to florist and buy red rose 

because as we know woman likes flowers. 
c) Recommend (R) 

(DCT2/ST1/05/R) I will recommend you to give a gift something 
that your mother likes. 

(DCT2/ST3/11/R) I recommend you to get bay a necklace or 
flower and say that you very love her and her is 
everything. 

d) Should (S) 
(DCT2/ST1/11/S) You should find about your mother’s favorite 

things or the useful things for your mother. 
(DCT2/ST3/19/S) You should ask your mother about what she 

likes, what she wants, but in a way that she 
doesn’t know that you want to give her surprise. 
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3. Indirect Suggestion (InS) 
a) Impersonal (Is) 

(DCT2/ST1/15/Is) It’s better to give your mom a birthday present 
like things. The thing just like she wanted for 
the example like dress, shoes or bag. 

(DCT2/ST3/04/Is) A good idea be make proud to your mother 
with give something special that cannot forget for 
your mother. 

c. The third situation (DCT3) 
  The third situation was a situation about conversation between speaker and 
hearer. Learners as worker in the work place. They give a suggestion to their 
close friend who is a boss. A boss faced a situation getting workshop invitation in 
Surabaya, workshop in Malang, and wedding invitation his/her neighbor. 
Learners as his/her close friend and staff gave a suggestion based on the 
situation. Participants of Indonesian EFL learners came from the first semester 
and the third semester. 
  In the third situation, the writer found the first semester used three 
categories of suggestion which consisted of DS, CFS, and NCFS while the third 
semester used three categories of suggestion was consisted of DS, CFS, and InS.  
1. Direct Suggestion (DS) 

a) Performative Verb (PV) 
(DCT3/ST1/02/PV) I will suggest you to take the important 

schedule in your mind too. 
(DCT3/ST3/10/PV) Mr, I suggest that you should choose one 

which most important. 
b) Imperative (It) 

(DCT3/ST1/10/It)  Go in Surabaya seminar after that go in   
Malang seminar if time maybe. 

(DCT3/ST3/02/It)    I will ask you to manage the time to come all of 
your schedule. 

2. Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (CFS) 
a) Conditional (C) 

(DCT3/ST3/05/C) If I were you I would go to attend the most 
important event. 

b) Possibility (P) 
(DCT3/ST1/01/P) I’m sorry sir, maybe you can choose me for 

represent I of your invitation. 
(DCT3/ST3/06/P) You may attend seminar in Surabaya and after 

that you going to Malang if the time possible and 
you call the neighbor if you not come the party and 
apologize. 

 
c) Should (S) 

(DCT3/ST1/11/S) You should prefer the important event or useful 
event. 

(DCT3/ST3/14/S) Mr. should go to your neighbor wedding party 
because seminar can come twice but not for 
marriage. It also makes you get close to your 
neighbor because you were busy your business.  

3. Indirect Suggestion (InS) 
a) Impersonal (In) 
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(DCT3/ST3/08/Is) I think you’ve got many schedule today, Boss. It’s 
better to cancel the seminar because wedding of 
your neighbor is more important than seminar. 

4. Non-Conventionalized Forms Suggestion (NCFS) 
a) Obligation (O) 

(DCT3/ST1/13/O) You must choose one of the important thing of 
that I am sure you can not visit all of the agenda. 

b) Using ‘we’ (Uw) 
(DCT3/ST1/06/Uw) We choose the important event for you. 

 
2) The Influence of Familiarities on Suggestions by Indonesian EFL Learners. 

a. Familiar - Equal/ Lower/ Higher  
     The writer found that learners consisted of first semester and third semester 
used kind categories of suggestion strategies in familiar situation. Every DCT 
had the different situation and social status. The situation in DCT 4 was 
familiar-equal status, the situation in DCT 5 was familiar-lower status, and the 
situation in DCT 6 was familiar-higher status.     
1.  DCT 4 Equal Status  
  The writer found learners of two groups in familiar-equal status used kind 
categories of suggestion which consisted of four suggestion strategies, there are 
DS, CFS, NCFS, and InS. The learners of first semester used DS 45% almost 
similar to learners of third semester used DS 40%. Next, learners of first 
semester used CFS 40% more than learners of third semester used CFS 30%. 
Learners of first semester used InS 5% but learners of third semester did not 
use InS in familiar-equal status. They used kinds of suggestion strategies 
influenced by familiar condition. 

 

 
 

     Based on chart 14 knew that among the semester learners, the most 
frequently used category of suggestion was DS used by two groups, followed 
CFS and NCFS in familiar-equal status. Learners of first semester used InS in 
equal status but learners of third semester did not use InS in equal status.  
2.  DCT 2 Lower Status 
       The writer found in lower status that learners of first semester and third 
semester used DS 60%. Next, learners of first semester used CFS 35% more or 
less similar to learners of third semester used CFS 30%, moreover learners of 
first semester used InS 5% almost similar to learners of third semester used InS 
10% in close-lower status. 
 

45% 
40% 

5% 
10% 

40% 
30% 

0% 

30% 

DS CFS InS NCFS

Chart 14. DCT 4 Equal Status 

Semester 1 Semester 3
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 Chart 12 showed that in lower status these two groups used three kinds of 
suggestion strategies, so close-lower status could influence using kinds of 
suggestion strategies by both semester learners. Among the semester learners, 
the most frequently used category of suggestion was DS, then followed CFS 
and the least frequently used category of suggestion was InS by both groups in 
close-lower status. 
3. DCT 3 Higher Status 
       The writer found in higher status that learners of the first semester used 
DS 55% more than learners of the third semester used DS 40%. Learners of 
the first semester used CFS 15% less than learners of the third semester used 
CFS 35%. Next, learners of the first semester used NCFS in close-higher status 
of DCT 3 but learners of the third semester did not use it while learners of the 
third semester used InS in close-higher status but learners of the first semester 
did not use InS in close-higher status.  
 

                         
 

 Based on chart 13, the writer knew that close-higher status could influence 
using suggestion strategies by Indonesian EFL learners. Learners of first 
semester and third semester used DS frequently in higher status than three 
other suggestion strategies. Learners of both semesters used CFS in close-
higher status while learners of first semester used NCFS but third semester did 
use it and learners of third semester used InS in close-higher status but first 
semester did not use InS in DCT 3 higher status. 
 

3) Politeness Strategies Used by Indonesian EFL Learners of the different 
Semesters  
a. Politeness Strategies for the Close Interlocutors  

1. The first situation (DCT1) 

60% 

35% 

5% 

60% 

30% 
10% 

DS CFS InS

Chart 12. DCT 2 Lower Status 

Semester 1 Semester 3

55% 

15% 

0% 

30% 
40% 

35% 
25% 

0% 

DS CFS InS NCFS

Chart 13. DCT 3 Higher Status 

Semester 1 Semester 3
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         The first DCT, writer found participants of Indonesian EFL learners who 
consisted of first semester and third semester used some politeness strategies 
in giving a suggestion. Some of them used suggestion strategies which 
sameness and difference in DCT 1. The writer found politeness strategies of 
the first semester used Bald On-Record (BOR) 75% almost similar to the 
third semester used Bald On Record (BOR) 85%, next the first semester used 
Negative Politeness (NP) 5% but the third semester did not use it, and the 
first semester used Combination Strategy (CS) 20% approximately similar to 
the third semester used Combination Strategy (CS) 15%.  

 

 
 

a) Bald On-Record (BOR) 
(DCT1/ST1/05/BOR) I suggest you to take rest in home and I will  

inform your boss that you are not able to come. 
(DCT1/ST3/01/BOR) I suggest you go to your friend’s wedding 

party and I will tell CEO that you are in bad 
condition now. 

     The examples above were taken from learners of first semester and 
third semester. The examples above used Bald On-Record (BOR) of 
politeness strategy which included in cases of FTA-oriented bald on-
record-usage or BOR 2. Those examples indicated the offers expression in 
imperative with saying “I suggest you to take rest in home” and “I suggest you go 
to your friend’s wedding party”.  

b) Negative Politeness (NP) 
(DCT1/ST1/04/NP) You have obligation in our job place, so if you 

finished your job you can go to your friend 
marriage but if you not finished it yet, you have to 
finished it first. 

     The examples above were taken from learners of first semester in DCT 
1 but third semester did not use it in DCT 1. The examples above used 
Negative Politeness 3 (NP 3) of politeness strategy. The examples above 
included into tentative of NP 3. Learners of third semester did not use 
negative politeness strategy in DCT 1. 

c) Combination Strategy (CS) 
(DCT1/ST1/07/CS) Rohim I give you a suggest to take a rest until 

you feel better and forgot all and ask forgive to 
your friends. 

(DCT1/ST3/13/CS) Naila I give suggestion that you should go to 
doctor first. Your healthy is number one and it’s 
better if you contact your friend that you can’t come, 
your friend of course will understand you. 

85% 

0% 

15% 

75% 

5% 

20% 

BOR

NP

CS

Chart 20. Politeness Strategies of DCT 1 

Semester 1 Semester 3
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      The examples above were taken from learners of first semester and 
third semester. It were included Combination Strategy (CS) which 
consisted of two strategies of politeness. The combination strategy 
consisted of Positive Politeness 4 (PP 4) and Bald On-Record (BOR). The 
first strategy used markers such as address forms and ellipsis liked 
examples above “Rohim and Naila” who indicated PP 4 and the second 
strategy indicated BOR 2 with offers expressions in imperative of cases of 
FTA-oriented bald on-record-usage by said “I give you a suggest to take a rest”. 
     Based on chart 20, the writer found that the most frequently used 
politeness strategy was Bald On-Record (BOR) by learners of first 
semester and third semester, and followed Combination Strategy (CS) 
while learners of first semester used Negative Politeness (NP) but third 
semester did not use it in DCT 1.  
 

b) Discussion 
     Guerra and Martinez study (2006) divided suggestion strategies into four 
categories there are direct suggestion, conventionalized forms suggestion, indirect 
suggestion, and non-conventionalized forms suggestion. Based on data, the writer 
found 180 suggestion utterances of the first semester learners and 180 suggestion 
utterances of the third semester learners from Indonesian EFL learners. The writer 
also found eleven strategies in four categories of Guerra and Martinez that was used 
by learners of the first semester and the third semester. Those were performative 
verb and imperative into direct suggestion, interrogative forms, possibility, should, 
conditional, need, and recommend into conventionalized forms suggestion, 
impersonal into indirect suggestion, using ‘we’ and obligation into non-
conventionalized forms suggestion.  
     Afterwards, the writer found familiarities did not have significant influence on 
Indonesian EFL learners when they chose suggestion strategies. The writer also 
analyzed politeness strategies in suggestion utterance based on Brown and 
Levinson’s theory. Those were bald on record, positive politeness, negative 
politeness, and off-record-indirect strategy. Based on finding, the writer found 
combination strategy when giving a suggestion politely. The most category of 
politeness strategies was used by learners of the first semester was Bald On-Record. 
Comparing to the results of previous studies, the writer found different findings. 
Such as the research that conducted by Pishghadam and Sharafadini (2011) who 
investigated to conduct a contrastive analysis between English and Persian with 
regard to suggestion speech act. They found the variations in almost most of the 
suggestion types. Furthermore, gender proved to be a significant factor in the 
production of suggestion strategies while the writer did not find gender to be a 
significant factor in the production of suggestion strategies. 
 

4. Conclusion 
The writer finds among the semester learners, the most frequently used category of 

suggestion strategies was Direct Suggestion (DS), followed they used Conventionalized 
Forms Suggestion (CFS). The first category was DS consisted of performative verb and 
imperative strategies and the second category was CFS consisted of interrogative forms, 
possibility, should, conditional, need, and recommend strategies. Then, familiarities of 
suggestions did not significantly influence Indonesian EFL learners who consisted of 
learners first semester and third semester and the most frequently used category of 
politeness strategies was Bald- On Record (BOR) by Indonesian EFL learners in the 
different semester. This study can become a reference for learners to be aware of 
pragmatics competence by how to give a suggestion politely to other people. Teachers as 
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facilitator should give the suitable examples of suggestion utterance that used by 
Indonesian EFL learners who appropriately. The writer offers to the other researchers 
who want to study about interlanguage pragmatics of suggestion by Indonesian EFL, 
they can use other subjects such as teachers or lecturers and they can analyze inflection 
in suggestion utterances. They can also use other types of speech act, such as apologize, 
complain, refusal and request. 
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